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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present study has been to evaluate Federal personnel

as shelter manager recruiters and to analyze the experiences of these
re-ruiter% in various metropolitan areas. The sample consisted of four

cities from three of the eight OCD Regions. City I and City 2 conducted

programs specifically for the study. Additional data were gathered from
an on-going recruitment program in City 3 ind from the efforts of an office

"I building complex In City 4. City I and City 2 used personal contact with

teams consisting of both Federal and local personnel. City 3 used personal

contact by local personnel only, and the office building complex In City 4
recruited through a group meeting and letter campaign.

FIn City I and City 2, approximately one shelter manager per contact
was recruited. City 4, using letters and a group meeting, recruited one

F• shelter manager per 100 contacts. The cost of the recruitment programs
In City I and City 2 was substantially below three dollars per recruitedr manager, In City 4, the cost was about seven dollars per recruited manager.

I, In Cities I, 2, and 3, some local workers had skills at least equal to

those of the Region personnel. The Region persor.ne,, however, did con-

tbte impetus. Consistently t h found reluctance at theo
Region, state, and local levels to use personal contact as a recruiting

technique.

Four conclusions were drawn: (I) face-to-face contact is con-

sistently successful in the recruitment of shelter managers, (2) personal

contact doesn't require the use of Federal personnel, (3) civil
defense workers are reluctant to use personal contact, and (4) Federal

personnel provide impetus to the recruitment program.JI
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F

F• RESEARCH PROBLEM|

During the course of a previous research effort for the Office of

r Civil Defense, the American Institutes for Research developed and evaluated

guidance designed to be used by local civil defense workers who arer recruiting shelter managers. The guide, The Selection and Recruitment of

Shelter Managers (Smith and Jeffreys, 1965a) emphasld the use of two

major concepts, The first concept was the need for shelter managers who

have had management experience as part of their r-gular occupation.

Successful performance of such a job requires most of the characteristics

needed for effective shelter management. In addition, it Is much easier

to appraise a person's general job experience than to Identify and measure

"I all of the individual's characteristics which might be associated with
shelter management potential,

"1' The second major concept presented In the AIR selection and recruitnent

guide was the use of personal, face-to-face contact as a recruitment technique,

"] Personal contact optimizes the opportunity for Information exchange between

the recrLiter and the prospective shelter manager.

SCombining these two concepts resulted in the recommendation that In

most metropolitan situations the owner or manager of a building housing a

shelter facility be requested by personal contact to provide shelter managers

"for the shelter in his building. it was felt that the building owner

* would probably be the best shelter manager and, if he couldn't serve, he

would know the best way to select from his own employees. The local civil

defense worker's task is to provide the owner with all of the necessary

information about the shelter management job.

As part of the earlier research effort, these concepts were presented

to many loc:al civil defense workers, and without exception, they were



readily accepted. When the Institute's recruitment approach was used In

field studies during earlier research programs, the recruitment efforts

met with a great deal of success, measured in terms of both the number and

the kind of shelter managers recruited. Local civil defense personnel In

most communities, however, were reluctant to employ the personal contact

method. Two major reasons for this reluctance were identified. They are:

1. Personal contact to recruit each shelter manager places

a much heavier work load upon the already t-usy local

civil defense pergonnel than writing and mailing a form

letter, preparing a piu:s ,elea5e, o, any vf the ,nore

traditional approaches to recruitment.

2. Local clvil defense workers often lack the background and

training required for effective personal contact and,

realizing this, may feel anxious or pessimistic about

personally contacting building owners or managers.

(Smith and Jeffreys 1965b).

The use of Federal recruiters was tentatively advocated to overcome
ue, this problem. Compared with the local civil defense workers, the Federal

recrulturs would have the advantages of (I) training, (2) experience, (3)

Federal status, and (4) time. These recruiters would go to cities to

personally contact the owners or managers of the shelter facilities.

An opportunity arose during the earlier research program to observe

such Federal recruiters participate In a recruitment program in a large

Southwestern city (Smith and Jeffreys, i9bS). The efforts of the

Federal recruiters (compared to local recruiters In other cities) met

with spectacular success. Ninety-four license signers were visited by

IThe phrase "number and kind of shelter managers" is used throughout this
report. Number refers to the total number of selected and recruited
shelter managers. Kind refers to the characteristics which the Institute
feels are related to shelter management capability, and usually Is
expressed In terms of previous civilian management experience.
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four two-man teams in one arid a half days, Two of these owners/managors

completed the form during the visit and the rest of them promised to

complete the form and mall It back to the civil defense office. Three

weeks after the visit, nineteen per cent of the owners/managers had

returned the form. The background of those recruited was considered

quite appropriate for the shelter management job. A sample of forty-

seven of those selected end recruited contained only six custodial

personnel, while more than fifty per cent of the sample was comprised of

people who clearly hold management positions, The supdrlor results of the

Feaeral teams, compared to the local recruiting observed in that study,

lent strong support to the concept of using special teams for the recruit-

ment of shelter managers (Smith and Jeffreys, 1965b),

The purpose of the present project has been (1) to determine the

representativeness of the results obtained by the Federal recruitment

teams In the previous research and (2) to analyze the experience of such

recruitment teams In other metropolitan areas for characteristics which

Influence their success or failure.

3



APPROACHt

Obtaining Test Cities

The first step In the Identification of cities for the sample was

to discuss with government personnel the particular cities which seemed

most appropriate for participation in the study. The relevant criteria

for selecting a sample •ity included:

I. Size. The city had to be large, i.e., about onn hundred

marked and stocked shelters for which shelter managers

should be recruited. A city with less than fifty shelter

facilities wouldn't be included In the sample because the

results would have been of minimal comparative value.

Furthermore, conducting the research In larger cities

would hove reduced the chance of a single knd'vldualls

Influence being the key In the recruitment program's

success or failure.

2. Marking and stocking. The cities In the sample had to

have completed the marking and stocking of one half of

the Identified shelter facilities. Suth cities could

more reasonably have been expected to concern themselves

with staffing their shelters with management cadr-,s.

Region officials were contacted to obtain their cooperation in the

study. The final selection of a city and the arrangements for Its participa-

tion In the study were coordinated with the state, county, and local civil

defense agencies Involved, The sample was distributed over the country

to permit an Investigation of any geographical factors affecting the

recrultmernt programs.
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The final sample consisted of four cities from three of the eight

Regions of the Office of Civil Defense. City I and City 2 conducted

programs In connection with the AIR study, and both used the selection

and recruitment techniques recommended by the Institutit. Both programs

had the backing of Region and state civil defense officials and both had

at least one Region officer participate in the personal contacts.

Addit&-o! data were gathered from a continuing recruitment program in

City 3 ai-d 're a privately conducted recruitment effort in an office

building complex in C.,, 4,.

City 3 used personal contact by local personnel only, and the

office building complex in City 4 recruited through a group meeting and

letter campaign.

Reluctance to Participate

It is important to note that resistance was met in one form or another

during attempts to set up sample cities. in two Regions, the attempts to

locate a sample city never progressed further than the Region headquarters.

The Training and Education Director of one Region headquarter said he

favored the program and promised to find a sample city. He was, however,

never able to make arrangements. The Training and Education Director of

another Region contacted the Institute to tell of h.s interest in the

project. In several attempts to find a sample city, he met with extreme

resistance at the state and local level, and ultimately, he could not

set up a sample city.

Most of the reluctance to apply the guidance was encountered at the

local level. After the Institute contacted the headquarters of another

Region, City X was identified as a likely sample city. The local civil

defense office was briefed on the program, and they expressed severe

concern over the expense of the program. They admittedly had enough people

to make tht contacts, and both the state and Region offered personnel and

training sup;ort. Although the recommended follow-up was merely mailing

postcards to the facilities faili'ng to register shelter managers, City X



felt that the follow-up would be prohibitively expensive. The local civil

defense office also feared that the personal contacts would ruin the progress

that has already been made. City X finally decided not to conduct a

recruitment program. Resistance was also encountered in both cities that

conducted programs involving Region participation. In City 1, the state

civil defense office was not willing to participate. In both City 1 and

City 2, local workers doubted that they could make their contacts in the

limited time available and they feared that the contacts would harm the

pro~qress that had already been made. Mr. Green, City 2 civil defense

director, said he resented having to do the program at that time, although

both City 1 and City 2 were given complete freedom in scheduling the

dates for the program. These remarks were interpreted as meaning that the

Region or state had applied pressure to City 2 in order to get them to

conduct the program.

her

Efforts with the Local Civil Defense Office

rs,
In City I and City 2 the work with the local civil defense personnel

consisted of two phases. The first phase was collecting information on the

community's previous selection and recruitment efforts. Specifically,

information about the methods used in the earlier selection and recruit-

ment, program, who conducted the program, and the results of the program

was sought. This information provided a baseline for the comparison of

the results from the recruitment teams.

The second phase of AIR's efforts with these local civil defense

personnel was assistance in establishing and implementing the recruitment

program. This involved support in the form of guidance and advice to the

local workers in the are.s of scheduling, course development, public rela-

pie tions, and team coordination.

d The recruitment program consisted of four steps. The first step in

the recruitment program consisted of contacting those license signers who

did not occupy their shelters. The purpose of these contacts was to get

the license signers to recommend someone in their building to be contacted

6



about shelter managers. These preliminary contacts were to be telephone

calls made by the local civil defense office. One week before the personal

contacts were made, letters were sent to the building owners/managers telling

them that shelter manager recruiters would be visiting them in the near

future. An application form was included with the letter (See Appendix A).

The third step in the program consisted of the recruitment teams2 going

from building to building contactCng the license signer or the person

designated by the license signer. The teams were to discuss the problem

of shelter management, request that shelter managers be selected and

recruited from the building, and when possible, collect the completed

application forms. Members of the staff of AIR observed the personal

contaucts for data gathering purposes and did not actively participate in

the recruitment efforts. Such things as the type of approach used by the

recruiter, the information transmitted, and the reactions of the shelter

owners were the types of information sought during the observations. In

addition, information on the results of the selection and recruitment

progarm as a whole was collected.

The final step in the recruitment program was a follow-up campaign.

This campaign was to consist of Institute-provided post cards and optional

telephone calls to those license signers who did not return the application

form. (See Appendix A for copies of follow-up materials),

In City 3 and City 4, the Institute's efforts were more limited. In

City 3 information was gathered about both their background efforts in

recruiting shelter managers and their present efforts. In City 4,

information was collected on an on-going, concentrated recruitment program.

2 The planned recruitment teams were to utilize Region personnel who have
had experience contacting shelter owners, either in shelter licensing
programs or in selection and recruitment programs. Approximately two
Region personnel per sample case were required, and each person was
needed for about two days. In addition, one day was required, per case,
for administrative coordination. In all of the cities contacted about
conducting a study for the AIR study, the local civil defense office
wanted to be represented during the personal contacts. The teams, therefore,
refer to the Federal recruiter and the local representative.
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In City I and City 2, an attempt was also made to experimentally

evaluate a recruitment brochure previously prepared by the Institute

(Smith and Jeffreys, 1965a). The local civil defense offices were requested

to enclose a brochure with half of the letters sent to the building owners

or managers. Those receiving the brochures were to be randomly selected

from the list of owners/managers to be contacted. The effectiveness of

the recruitment program at the shelters receiving the brochure was to be

compared with those which did not receive the flyer.

This attempt failed in both cities. The civil defense director of

City I was so "pleased" with the brochures when he received them that he

had them sent to all of the persons to be contacted within his city! When

such an option was denied City 2 by limiting the number of brochures

available, the brochures were enclosed with every other letter which was

transmitted, but the local workers neglected to note which facilities

received the flyers! It wasn't feasible to retrieve this data, because

the Institute was not told about the omission until after the personal

contacts.

Treatment of the Data

The case history method was used in this research program, i.e., a

case study was written on the recruitment efforts of each sample city.

While the total number of cases included in the sample is necessarily

limited by this technique, it enables the researcher to investigate each

case more intensively. The case history method enables the researcher to

look realistically at the entire civil defense organization. It permits

greater freedom in collecting data on the community's past selection and

recruitment experiences, the environmental and social characteristics

affecting the recruitment program, and any unanticipated, but apparently

significant, variables which may appear during the program. Naturally, the

representativeness of the results depends entirely upon the representative-

ness of the cities that are studied. As the sample size grows and as the

sample cities become more representative of other cities, the validity of

the results increases.

8



The resv~ts of the project were summarized In terms of;

i. Effectiveness of the test programs,

2. Cqst of the programs,

3. Impact of OCO) Region participal•on.

Finally, conclusions were drawn concerning the lmplications of this in-

vestigation for the selection and recruitment of shelter managers.

d
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CITY ONE CASE STUDY

_Summary ofthe Pro ram

During the week of 24 May 1965, a pilot recruitment program was con-

ducted in City 1. Thirty-seven personal contacts were made. Sixteen

(42%) owners/managers agreed to send 27 shelter managers but did not sign

them up during the contact. Eleven (30%) owners/managers agreed to send

20 shelter managers and signed them up during the contact. Thus, combining

those signed up and those promised, each personal contact in the recruit-

ment program resulted in 1.27 shelter managers. City I spent about $100

on the program which is $2.12 for each shelter manager.

Background Information

City I has a population of over 200.000 people. Associated with

City I are swveral cities which are politically separated rather than

geographica.ly separated. Only City I, however, was Included in the

recruitment program.

City I and, more generally, the state, have an interesting civil

defense situation. Because of the size of the state (it has 505 identified

shelters arl 360 of these are licensed), the state director plays a very

direct rols! in local civil defense organizations. The training of shelter

managers (as opposed to shelter manager instructors) is conducted by the

state, and the state actively recruits the students for these courses.

The City I civil defense office is run by John White Mr. White is

a full-time, paid city employee who has had extensive experience and

3 Al1 names in the case studies have been changed to maintain anonymity.
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training in civil defense, Before directing the City I civil defense

office, Mr. White was a successful Insurance salesman. Mr. White, at the

time of the recruitment program, headed a full-time staff of three assistants

and two secretaries,

City I has 263 Identified shelters. One hundred and twenty-nine

shelters have been marked, stocked, and licensed,

Previous Selection and Recruitment Efforts

Determining the effectiveness of previous selection and recruitment

efforts in City I is compounded by the fact that both the state and the

city have recruited within the city. Because of this duplication of

efforts, it is impossible to evaluate separately the effect of the efforts

of either Lhe state or the city.

city Efforts

Mr. White sent letters to all of the license signers in City I

encouraging them to send shelter managers to the course offered by the

state university extension. These letters were not followed up by

personal contacts.

State Efforts

Mr. Steel, the state civil defense director, reported that the state

through the University Extension (CDUEP) had sent letters to the license

signers of the largest shelters in the state asking for shelter managers.

Mr. Bell of the University Extension later reported that he had sent

letters to many shelters in the state and 126 of these shelters were

in City i. In addition to sending the letters, Mr. Bell has spoken

to various people about the shelter manager's course. He couldn't

remember all of the people he had talked with.

II



2Resul-ts

The only data that are available on the results of both the state

and the city recruitment efforts are the data collected by the University,

Mr. Bell has trained seventy shelter managers from forty-o'•e shelter

facilities in City I. Based on occupational Information on forty-eight

of these shelter managers, 52% held non-management, non-professional

jobs, 18% held nursing jobs, and 30% held middle or junior management

jobs.

"The Recruitment Program

Preprat ion for the P rogram

Before any bWilding owners or managers were to be contacted, the

civil defense director or a member of his staff, was to contact the absentee

license signers, i.e., the owners or legal representatives of owners
4

who do not occupy the shelter for which they have signed a license. The

purpose of these contacts with the absentee license signers was to get

them to recommend someone in their building who should be contacted for

shelter managers.

The local civil defense staff selected 50 shelters to which the

recruitment letters would be sent. One selection criterion was specified

by the civil defense office, i.e., only those shelters which had previously

.electe" and recruited shelter managers were not included.

4 There is reason to believe that this step was not taken. Before any
attempts were made to contact the absentee owners, AIR was given a list of
names of the people to be contacted and the building names and addresses.
The contacts were made from this list and no alterations could be seen on
the list. Furthermore, some of the personal contacts were with attorneys
and/or real estate agents who represented buildings. These particular
personal contacts were devoted to finding out who would be contacted about
shelter managers.

12



The recruitment letters were sent to the fifty building owners/

managers on May 17. (See Appendix A for a copy of the letter). A copy

of the recrultmedt brochure developed by AIR was included in each letter.

Two of the fifty letters were not deliverable and they were returned to

the civil defense office. One of the ownters sent back a completed registra-

tion form with the names of two shelter mnagers.

Personal Contacts

The personal contacts began on Tuesda,- morning. The personal contacts

were preceded by a short briefing session which consisted primarily of a

"pep talk" by the civil defense director. The "pep talk" emphasized the

need for developing and maintaining a positive attitude during the personal

contacts. The civil defense director suggested that the recruiters approach

the shelter owner/manager saying that they want to talk with him for a few

minutes about his shelter facility. He also encouraged the recruiters to

get the owners to sign up the shelter managers Immediately If at all

possible. The recruiters were told to Introduce the AIR observers simply
as mem•bers of the team. The first team consisted of Mr. Jones (local),

Mr. WeeP.s (Reolon), and an AIR observer. Mr. Smith (local), Mr. McCann

(Region), and an AIR observer were the second team, On the second day

the AIR observers switched teams,

Each of the teams got half of the shelters to be contacted, Mr. Smith

took the downtown buildings and Mr. Jones took the others,

Mr. Jones is a relatively young man who has just recently joined the

City I civil defense staff. He nevertheless required very little help

In answering questions about the shelter orogram or the need for shelter

managers. He was very forthright and positive 'n his attitude--almost

aggressive without being offensive, Mr. Weeks participated only minimally

In the conversations, providing some technical information on occasion.

Often Mr. Jones commented that the Department of Defense was interested

in the building owner/manager's response and that was the reason for the

recruitment campaign. No one responded directly to this comment and it is

impossible to assess its Impact on the recruitment program.

13



The Jones-.Weks team made twenty-three persona) contacts, Two

additional shelters were eliminated because, although they were licensed,

they were not large enough to be stocked, I.e., they had a capacity of

less than 50,

Mr. Smith, the City I Assistant Civil Defense Director, was

previously the personnel officer for the city. He has a rather limited

background in the shelter program and the need for shelter managers.

Mr. McCann took a quite active role In supplyln9 technical Information.

Mr. Smith contacted shelters by alphabetical order rather than by

location, thus spending an unnecessary amount of time travel ing from one

shelter to the next. For instance, he would travel four blocks from shelter

A to shelter B and then travel back the same four blocks to shelter C

which was next door to shelter A.

On some occasions when the shelter owners or managers offered

to sign up shelter managers, Mr. Smith told them to wait and held be back

later to get the names,

The Smith-McCann team made sixteen personal contacts. Two of these

resulted in specific appointments to call back. Mr. Smith eliminated

one of the buildings froe. the list of shelters he was to visit because

It never signed a license and was not stocked. The researchers do not

know what happened to the six or seven other contacts that the S mith-

McCann team was supposed to make. Mr. Smith apparently used additional

criteria to eliminate some of these shelter facilities.

The reactions of the owners/managers greatly resembled the reactions

noted in a previous study (Smith & Jeffreys, 1965b). The managers were

very gracious and most seemed to be amply aware of the need for shelter

management. With one exception, the owners/managers who refused to sign

up shelter managers were very cooperative. The reasons given for not

signing-up shelter managers were lack of qualified employees, inability

to pay the employees to take the training, and a reported lack of interest

In survival among the potential shelterees.

14



Ro~ulI ts

The Jones-Weeks team made 23 contacts and the Smith-McCann team

made 16 contacts. Of the 39 contacts, two were "calI backs" for which

definite appointments were made. In all calculations, those two shelters

are not Included.

Sixteen of the owners/managers said that they would send In the

registration form but did not fill it out in the presence of the recruiters,

Those sixteen owners/managers gave reason to believe that they would send

in the names of twenty-seven shelter managers. Thus, 42% of the interviewed

owners promised to send in the names of shelter managers.

Eleven building owners/managers signed tp shelter managers during the

personal contacts. This was 30% of the people visited. These people

signed up twenty shelter managers. Part of the Information gathered on

the application forms was the shelter manager's occupation, The shelter

and the occupation of the signed-up shelter managers are:

.Assistant Manager (Capt,)

I. Salvation Armyt............. . (2) Mechanics

2. Electrical Manufacturing Co. .-. (2) Grad-iate Engln-ee

3. City I Boy's Club --------.- ___ Director, Program Director

4. XYZ Building .------- _----_ (2) Commercial Artists

5. ABC College ..-------------.---- House Director, Social Director

..Director of Residence
6. YWCA ----------------------

DDirector of Building & Grounds

7. DEF Press-------------------- Assistant Manager

.Home for Aged Men $-Couples --- Executive Director

8Registered Nurse

9. F. W. Woolworth Co .----------- Manager, Manager Trainee

10. MNO Building -----------.------- Superintendent

i. YMCA ------------------------- Building Superintendent

15



Compared to tth shelter managers that Mr, Bell at the University

Extension has recruited and trained, the occupational background of the

signed-up shelter managers is more compatible wILth the recommendations

In the AIR selection and recruitment guide.

Cost Dato

The following cost data were obtained from the City I recruitment

program:

I secretary for 1 day

1/2 day for CD director

2 1/2 days for one assistant

1 day for the other assistant

Stamps, paper, & envelopes for 50 letters

The probable cost of the program was about $100. This figure of course

doesn't include the salaries of the Region men or the AIR observers because

City I didn't have to pay for them and the same number of contacts could

have been made without their assistance. Thus the cost per recruited

shelter manager (signed-up or promised) is approximately $2,12,
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CITY TWO CASE STUDY

Summary of the Program

On the 22nd of November 1965, a pilot shelter manager recruitment

program was conducted in City 2. Thirty-six personal contacts were made.

Only six of these contacts did not promise to send in the names of

shelter managers. Since both teams discouraged the building owners from

signing-up shelter manager during the contact, the total number of

shelter managers recruited by the program can't be estimated. Data are

available for the first of three courses offered. Since the program ended,

thirty-one shelter menagers have been o-gned up for this cour?,c. Thirty-

five per cent of these held management positions. City 2 spent about $85

on the program, which is approximately #2 per contact.

Backg round I nformat ion

City 2 is a relatively prosperous suburb of a major metropolitan

area. City 2 has a population of 116,000. It is closely tied with several

other suburban cities, but for research purposes, the recruitment program

involved only shelters within the city.

For conmmunicat ions in case of an emergency, the various cities

surrounding the metropolitan area report into one of ten peripheral

communications centers. These ten communications centers then report to

one central communications center. City 2 is the peripheral communica-

tions center for the metropolitan area's northeastern suburbs.

Mr. Green is the civil defense director for City 2. The civil

defense director is a full-time paid city employee. Before becoming CD



director, he was on the police force in City 2. He has had special

training In traffic problems. Apparently he is most highly respected by

the business and government communities in City 2.

Previous Selection and Recruitment Efforts

Prior to the pilot recruitment program, City 2 had conducted six

shelter management training courses for City 2 employees who were required

to attend the course and for some students from surrounding communities.

About 100 people have attended these courses. None of these people has

been assigned as shelter manager for a specific shelter facility. The

students for these courses were recruited from a general mailing, or more

likely, were required to attend the course by the city government,

ed, Twice a year, the City 2 Civil Defense Office sends out a brochure

announcing what civil defense courses are being offered to the general

public. About 13,000 of these brochures are mailed each time and about

50 people take the courses. Shelter management rraining, however, has

never been offered as one of the courses in this training series. Thus,

shelter management training has never been offered to the general popula-

tion of City 2.

al The Recruitment Program

Preparation for the Program

The civil defense director was asked to develop a list of fifty

shelters to be contacted. The final list contained thirty-five contacts

representing one hundred ten shelter facilities which would shelter

105,329 people.

The local civil defense office set up three shelter management train-

ing courses before the letters were sent. The training course schedule

was designed to provide maximum variety of time commitments. The first

course was on January 18-19 (8 AM to 5 PM)--two working days. The second
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course was on February 16-17 (7 PM to 10 PM) and February 18 (7 PM until

8 AM on the 19th)--two evenings and one night. The third course was on

March 25-26 (7 PM on the 25th until noon on the 26th).

The initial contact letters were sent to the shelter owners/managers

on Nevember 12. A couple of registration forms were returned before the

contacts began. Five students were signed up from these returned forms. 5

Initial. BriefinQ

The purpose of the initial briefing was to let all of the people who

were going to make personal contacts knowi what we were going to do and

why, who AIR was, and generally prepare them for the personal contacts.

During the briefing, the Region representative, Mr. Black, presented

some very strong arguments for the AIR shelter manager recruitment approach.

He felt that personal contact with the building owners/managers Is the

obvious thing to do--the thing that' businesses have been doing for years.

In addition, he suggested an approach to recruiting which is based on

alternatives. He said that one might tell the owner that someone would

have to manage the shelter and if he didn't supply someone, the local

government would. if the local government assigned someone to the shelter

manager job, the owner would have no control over who was chosen. He

also thought it was a very good idea to have the government hire teams of

men to go from city to city to recruit shelter managers. He didn't say

whether he thought this should be instead of local recruiters or in

conjunction with local efforts.

Everyone present at the meeting seemed to know about the program;

however) they did have some questions. Specifically, they wanted to know

5 Before the personal contacts started, twelve additional shelter managers
were recruited from a menting that the civil defense director had with

the City Manager. The City Manager agreed to send four city employees
to each of the three classes.



what kind of results AIR had with similar programs elsewhere. Also, they

expressed doubts about the possibility of contacting everyone on the list

in two days with two teams. Almost all of those present doubted that they

would be able to see the executives without appointments.

Mr. Green and Mr. Jamison (state representatives) were quite concerned

that personally contacting the shelter owners would just give them the

opportunity to demand that the OCD stocks be moved out. They didn't

believe that this had never happened before.

During the briefings, the specific team assignments were made and the

itenerary of contacts was developed. Mr., Green, Mr. Black (Region field

officer), and an AIR observer were on the tean that took the downtown

shelters. Mr. Mattern, (City 2 fire chief), Mr. Gleaman (state training

field officer and former training officer for City 2), Mr. Jamison (state

representative), and another AIR observer were assigned to the team that

contacted the peripheral shelters. After this initial division of shelters,

Chief Mattern asked that two specific shelters (a college and one office

building) be deleted from his list. The fire department had some unfortunate

relations with these buildings and he felt that a fireman coming would ruin

the contact.

Personal Contacts

Despite repeated requests for teams of three (one local representative,

one state or region representative, and one non-participating observer from

the Institute), Mr. Green formed a team of four for the peripheral contacts.

Because Chief Mattern was busy In the morning, Mr. Schmidt took his place.

Mr. Schmldt's job, fire Inspector, routinely involves contacting building

officials. He has also taken City 2's shelter management training course.

For most of the contacts, Mr. Schmidt waited in the car.
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Mr. Gleaman did most of the talking during the peripheral contacts.

Before Joining the State Disaster Office, Mr. Gleanman worked in the local

civil defense office as the training officer. In that capacity, he had

an opportunity to visit with the owners/managers when the buildings were

being stocked. Before joining the civil defense staff, Mr. Gleaman was

a fire inspector and, like Mr. Schmidt, made personal contacts with the

building owners. Mr. Gleaman's approach during the personal contacts was

excellent. He was brief, to-the-point, and he undersold his cause. With

everyone he contacted, he was most effective. He seemed to be flexible

enough to alter his approach from contact to contact. His personal

contacts never lasted more than ten minutes.

After lunch, Mr. Schmidt left the peripheral team and Chief Mattern

joined it. Chief Mattern presented the case for shelter management in

very elaborate terms, and spent a great deal of time discussing disaster

experiences not directly related to the shelter problem. From the manner

of his presentation he appeared to anticipate extreme resistance. His

contacts lasted about 20-30 minutes.

Mr. Jamison did not participate actively in the personal contacts.

The team composed of Mr. Green and Mr. Black took the downtown shelters.

Because Mr. Black had to fly in from the Region headquarters, he was late

joining the team. Mr. Green left the team later in the day for about two

hours to attend a meeting.

Mr. Black appeared to be quite competent at personal contacts and he

is an aggressive, dynamic, and talkative man. Before entering civil defense,

Mr. Black was in the broadcasting business. During the personal contacts,

Mr. Black would continue to sell the program well after the person would

agree to send shelter managers. Typically, the owner/manager would be

told about the courses, etc., and he would agree to send managers. However,

Mr. Black would continue talking about the possibility of providing spaces

for merlbers of the employees' families.



In his personal contacts, Mr. Green was less talkative than Mr. Black.

He would briefly state the purpose of the visit. When the owner/manager

said that held sa.nd someone, Mr. Green left immediately. Mr. Green's

contacts usually asted about ten minutes. He didn't seem too anxious for

the owners to siý-n up during the contact and he seemed to be apologetic

for contacting them so soon before the courses. He said that the contacts

were so early because the courses had to be set up and arrangements had

to be made for instructors.

One characteristic of City 2 (or a characteristic of the shelters

that were selected for contact), is the apparent high esteem which most

people hold for Mr. Green and the civil defense effort. Even In those

shelters which were reported to be problem shelters, the owners or managers

were extremely cordial and almost without exception promised to send at

least one person to the shelter managers courses. When the recruiting

team visited the school system, the supervisor left a conference to meet

with the team. At a very large college, the team had a meeting with a

vice president, the director of physical plants, and the director of safety.

Such eager receptions sei~m unusual for comparatively "cold" contacts.

Two other incidents show this unique quality of City 2. First, one of the

recruiting teams got into the wrong apartment .... y but -when

the team's mission was explained, the owner wanted to send someone anyway.

Second, Mr. Green had contacted the City Manager about sending city employees

to the course. The Manager agreed to send 12 city employees and promised

to send a memo to the various city departmental offices telling them about

the course. The memo hadn't arrived, however, by the time the recruiting

teams made their contact. Nevertheless, in all of the 'Five or six city

offices, except one, that were contacted, shelter managers were promised.

Another interesting anecdote happened at the Medical Building. The

manager of this building said that he couldn't send anyone because he had

only two employees. The manager said that if a tenant wanted the job, he

could have it. So Mr. Green went to see his stock broker who has an

of'fce in the building. His broker agreed to attend the course.
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It is interesting, and Important, to note that many of the building

owners/managers were ready to sign up shelter managers during the contact,

and that both teams, for some reason, discouraged this. The teams gave

the owners/managers stamped, self-addressed envelopes and asked that

* rthe registration form be mailed to the civil defense office.

Mr. Gleaman felt that he would have bee- more comfortable contacting

_ some of the shelters if he had had an appointment. He felt that this was

particularly true of the city schools and the college. Mr. Green thought

that contacting some owners without an appointment would cause poor

relations. Mr. Gleaman thought that the fact that more than one level of

government was represented in the teams made a favorable impression on the

owners/managers. It gave them the Illusion that the state and Federal

governments were interested in the problems of the individual shelter

"owner.

All of the recruiters expected a much bigger job. They were Impressed

by the fact that no one complained about the stocked supplies and that

very few people asked long, involved questions about the shelter system.

When discussing the cause of the program's success, several factors

were Identified. First, when they signed the license, the signers were

told that shelter managers would be solicited from their buildings. (This

iS not what the )*cense said). Second, the city has an annual tournament

which requires a great deal of planning and cooperation. Mr. Green feels

that this community effort probably carries over into the civil defense

efforts. And third, the community power sturcture Is in favor of civil

defense.

Resul ts

The results from the City 2 recruitment program are quite consistent

with those of similar programs elsewhere. The recruiting teams received

no direct refusals. Of the 36 shelters contacted, only six did not promise

to send shelter managers. Two were Nazarene churches in which proper



authorities were not present. One was a private girls school and Catholic

convent where the Mother Superior had just arrived from another assignment.

She said she would try to find someone to go to the course. The fourth

was the owner of a garage who said that none of his employees lived near the

garage. The fifth was the director of tho Health Department (he hadn't

received either the letter or the City Manager's memo) who said held give

it his consideration. And sixth was the Mutual Savings Bank where the

manager wouldn't commit himself. He said heod think about it.

Both recruiting teams discouraged the building owners from signing-up

shelter managers during the contact. Therefore, no estimate of the total

number of shelter managers promised can be made. At the time of writing,

however, the City 2 civil defernse office has received registration forms

from 31 people (five of these are from the city departments) for the

January 18th course. Thirty-five per cent of ttcse shelter managers hoid

management positions, 20 per cent have supervisory positions, and 45 per

cent have non-management jobs.

Cost Data

The following expenses were incurred by City 2 from the recruitment

program:

I secretary for one day

CD director for 1-1/2 days

Fire chief for 1/2 day

Fire inspector for 1/2 day

Stamps, paper, and envelopes for 35 letters

The probable cost of the program was about $85. This figure of course

doesn't include the salaries of Region and state employees or the AIR

observers. Thus, the cost per recruited shelter manager (signed-up) is

approximately $2.74.



CITY THREE CASE STUDY

During preliminary conversations with Region officials about obtaining

test cities, the Institute was told that City 3 had been doing recruitment

work quite similar to the approach AIR recommends. City 3 was too far

along with their program to conduct a pilot recruitment program, but

Information about the city's efforts is of value.

All of the cities and towns in the county containing City 3 have

decided to cooperate in financing one county-wide civil defense agency

rather than each of them having their own agency.

Mr. Peirce has been the county civil defense director for about four

and a half years. While Mr. Peirce was In the service during the Korean

War, he was sent to a nuclear weapons school. He became interested in

the nuclear weapons work and followed through with it when hie got out of

the service. He was working in the county personnel office when the

county began to consolidate its civil defense efforts into one agency,

and through this relationship he became the director, Mr. Peirce seemns

to have developed a vtry effective organization.

The City 3 civil defense office has 13 full-time employees. Most

of these people are inspectors and secretaries. The City 3 civil defense

training officer is Mr. Arnold. Mr. Arnold was a training officer with

the Federal Civil Defense Office before he went to work with City 3

civil defense. Mr. Arnold is quite highly thought of and he has many

excellent ideas.

For purposes of discussioit Mr, Peirce divides his recruitment efforts

Into two periods, The first period was characterized by the use of a shot-

gun approach to recruitment and the use of the "standard" shelter management

training course. The second period was characterized by the use of a
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modified course and a strong emphasis on high-level management for shelter

managers. The first shelter manager training course offered by City 3

attracted about 30 people, 60% of whom weie women and almost all of whom

were non-management, non-supervisory people. The students were recruited

by "personal contact"; more specifically, they were acquaintances of civil

defense staff members. The "standard" shelter management cour!e was given

and, according to Mr. Peirce, the results were quite unsatisfactory. The

students were not interested In the material and both Mr. Peirce and

Mr. Arnold felt that the course had folled to adequately train the students.

After this experience, Mr. Peirce and Mr. Arnold began to change

both the course and their recruiting techniques. During the second phase,

about 70-75 shelter managers have been trained. All have been recruited by

the building auditors (local civil defense officers who periodically

Inspect the OD shelter supplies) or by people who have completed the

course. Eighty per cent of these men have management Jobs and fifteen

per cent have supervisory Jobs.

Mr, Peirce feels that the nature of the shelter manager training course

may strongly influence the success or failure of a selection and recruitment

program. He therefore has developed a trainln9 course that he feels Is most

effective, both in training shelter managers and in the on-going shelter

manager recruitment efforts. The current training emphasis is on specific

technical information. They see the training course as an opporutnity to

introduce the executives to the probabilities of attack, the probabilities

of fallout, and the probabilities of survival. The course covers, In

detail, such theoretical topics as the effects of nuclear weapors (Including

fallout patterns and the radiological hazard), the characteristics of

fallout and in-shelter operationi. In addition, specific problems are

solved and the students are Instructed in the use of RADEF gear. The course

is usually taught with three to eight students and can be compared to a

top level seminar. Both Mr. Peirce and Mr. Arnold feel that teaching manage-

ment principles and In-shelter psychological support is beyond the scope

and purpose of the course and contrary to the interests of the students.

Also, they feel that the type of manager that they want to recruit does not



-. need this ,ype of orientation, All shelter management training courses

are held during normal working hours on week days. (Mr. Peirce feels

that this Is somewhat of a selection criterion s,nce generally only

upper-level executives can arrange to take time off for shelter management

training. Also, people with peacetime management Jobs have other commitments

on weekends and in the evening).

City 3 has found that this particular type of training course has

been most effective with the type of shelter managers they have recruited.

They have also found that ý good training course competently conducted is

the best recruitment aid, Some of the corporate executives who have taken

"the course have returned to their companies and sent other executives,

To recruit the shelter managers, Mr. Peirce relics primarily on the

local civil defense auditors who periodically inspect shelter supplies. As

a routine part of their inspections, the auditors talk about the shelter

area and Its supplies with the top executives of the building. During

this conversation, the auditor tells the executive that the County civil

defense orgajnizat ion offers a course in shelter management which goes into

the problems In much more detail than the auditor can go into at that time.

If the executive demonstrates any interest, Mr. Peirce follows-up this

Ilead. The whole process is a ;=soft-sell' approach and It might take six

months or a year to get an executive Into a course.

Mr. Peirce feels that In his particular community an agressive campaign

would not be advisable. By an aggressive campaign, Mr. Pei.'ce means one

similar to the AIR approach where a letter is sent stating that recruiters

will be vlsitlng soon, the recruitment teams follow-up the letters, and then

a follow-up campaign. Mr. Peirce feels that there Is a very small power

structure In City 3 and that it doesn't take kindly to such an approach.

City 3 prefers the subtler approach of having the auditors discuss the

courses with the executives.
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CITY FOUR CASE STUDY

During the course of the AIR study, a university extension course In

shelter management was offered In City 4, a large metropolitan area In

Northeastern United States. This course was scheduled for October 1964.

In September a program to select and recruit students for the class was

initiated In a large office building complex In City 4. This complex

encompasses eight large office buildings housing 169 tenant organiza-

tions. Many of Its 15,000 shelter spaces are located In an e•.tensive

underground parking garage, The complex has Its own civil

dufenso organization which has 'collected approximately $46,000 to support

Its operation. The civil defense coordinator of this organization Is

Mr, James, Disaster Chairman for a large corporation and a nationally-

recognized leader in Industrial defense.

In conducting its selection and recruitment program, the complex's

civil defense organization followad an approach quite similar to that

recommended by AIR. The program was conducted through the owners or

managers of the tenant companies. The officials behind the program

recognized the desirability of management experience In the people

selected for shelter management training.

The City 4 program was conducted under what appeared to

be quite favorable circumstances. The complex contr 1 ned many executive

offices, and therefore more management potential was available for selec-

tion purposes than in a more typical "convnunity". Further, the large

operating budget of the civil defense organization seemed to Indicate a

favorable attitude toward its programs and finally, the people responsible

for the recrulti-.-nt effort wore relatively high-level executives with

the required ability for personal, face-to-face contact with potential

shelter managers or their employees. The City I1 selection and recruitment
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program departed from the approach recommended by the Institute by using

letters rather than personal visits to contact tenant management. This

program, therefore, provided comparative data for the evaluation of

personal, face-to-face contact as a recruitment technique.

Mr. James initiated the selection and recruitment effort by sending

a letter to the 169 tenants of the office building complex. This letter

requested that they send a representative to a meeting to discuss the civil

defense program. Fifty-four persons representing 46 companies attended

this rfeting. Plans for the shelter management training course were dis-

cussed and a request was made for students. Those tenants who did not

attend the meeting were sent a second letter which contained an outline

of the agenda, and mentioned tle training coJirse and the request for

volunteers.

Mr. James then conducted a recruitment effort within the offices of

his own corporation. This company has its own civil defense organization,

which includes approximately 50 floor wardens who are responsible for

evacuation procedures. Mr. James sent a lettei, ttý each of these flc.,)r

wardens requesting that they attend two, day-long classroom sessions

during the week. They were also requested to attend an occupancy

exercise (Friday evening through Saturday) on their own time. Mr. James

answered several questions concerning the course via telephone conversa-

tions.

Ten individuals from the office building complex attended the shelter

management training course. Six of these persons, including Mr. Jame ,

were from his own company. One of the other four students was the Deputy

Civil Defense Coordinator for the complex. Thus, slightly less than 3 per cent

of the 169 tenant companies sent at least one representative to the class,

Between 4 and 5 per cent of the individuals who got letters were studerts.

Specific data are not available concerning the occupations of those

who received shelter management training. Considering the nature of the



office complex, however, it is probably safe to assume that the studernts

were primarily management or clerical personnel. It is known that the

class did include several executives.

Mr. James was unable to estimate the cost of his se!ection and -

recruitment program. The man-hour investment included the time required

for Mr. James to draft the three letters aod to conduct the meeting in

September. The only additional cost was tOat Involved in typing, re-

producing, and transmittlP9 the three form letters. Assuming that

Mr. Jame, required no more than half a day to prepare his three letters

and anothe.- 1/2 dky to plan and conduct the group meeting, costs for this

program, ,nc•,.ina secretarial time and materials, could run as lo,. as

$70, or approximately $7 per recruited shelter manager.

Irn discussing the selection and recruitment effort with an AIR

representative, Mr. James mentioned two modifications to the program which

he feels would improve the response. First, he feels that the letters

taquesting participation in shelter management courses should come from

the top management of the company which owns and operates the office

building complex. He believes this would provide more status to the

request and would indicate interest "fronm the top".

Secondly, Mr. James feels that shelter manager training courses

should not include a shelter stay as part of the curriculum, and he plans

to conduct such a course in the near future. He feels that the occupancy

exercise requirement is a major deterent to executive personnel who are

considering shelter management training.

When the possibility of personal, face-to-face contact as a recruit-

ment technique was suggested to Mr. James, he agreed that such an approach

was the only way to "really convince people"l about any aspect of the

shelter program. He believed, however, that this would be an exorbitantly

expensive approach to the selection and recruitment of shelter managers.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Results

The results of this study may be summarized in terms of the effective-

ness of the various programs which were Investigated, their cost, and the

role which Federal personnel played in these programs.

Effect iveness

An attempt was made to evaluate each selection and recruitment program

according to the number of managers recruited per contact, and the cost

of the program per recruited shelter manager.

Cities 1 and 2, which used personal contact by OCD Region personnel,

acquired approximately one shelter manager per contact. The program con-

ducted in City 4 obtained approximately one shelter manager for every one

hundred letter contacts.

At least 65 per cent of those recruited in City I held occupational

management positions, as did 35 per cent of those recruited in City 2.

Ninety-five per cent of those recruited in City 3, which used personal

contact without the aid of Region personnel, held management or supervisory

positions. These figures represent a marked improvement over the results

of previous selection and recruitment programs in Cities I and 3, where

comparative data are available.



Cost of the Programs

Cost data from the two cities using personal contact by Region personnel

was remarkably consistent, and in both cases amounted to less than $3 per

recruited shelter manager. The letter-writing program in City 4 cost an

estimated $7 per recruited student.

Impct of Federal Participation

The Region personnel who participated in this study did not demonstrate

unique skills in personal contacts with building owners and managers.

Local civil defense workers sometimes exhibited equivalent or superior

ability in conducting the visits to shelter facilities, and considerable

success was achieved by teams which did not include Region representatives.

The reluctance of local civil defense workers to implement the personal

contact approach was observed as a major problem in this study, just as

it has been in previous investigations. A major contribution of Region

participation appeared to be that of overcoming this reluctance. They

encouraged the local civil defense directors to take on the program,

minimized the local worker's apprehensions about making personal contacts,

and tended to keep the local personnel from going off on tangents irrelevant

to the selection and recruitment program.

Concl usions

Four basic conclusions may be drawn from this study. They are:

I. Personal, face-to-face contact with building owners and

managers is cor.istently successful in the selection and

recruitment of shelter managers, as compared to other

methods which have been applied previously in the same

locations.



2, The personal contact approach does not necessarily require

the use of Federal personnel in order to be effective.

3. Local civil defense workers continue to demonstrate

reluctance to implement the personal contact approach to

selection and recruitment.

4. OCD Region personnel provylk impetus to the selection and

recruitment program by overcoming the reluctance of local

"workers and providing general guidance and support.

These findings indicate that effective selection and recruitment of

shelter managet-s can be achieved by local civil defense personnel through

personal contact with building owners and managers. OCD Region representa-

tives can contribute to the selection and recruitment effort by providing

the impetus required to overcome the local worker's reluctance to make

personal contacts. Federal personnel need not participate in the actual

contacts, but should provide direct administrative support to local

officials in setting up the selection and recruitment program.
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INITIAL CONTACT LETTER

Dear

As you know, your building has been licensed and marked as a fallout

shelter for use in the event of a nuclear attack. It also has been stocked

by the Federal government with the provisions required to sustain Its

shelter occupants during an emergency.

A program is now underway to train qualified personnel to manage this

community's shelter facilities should an attack occur. These shelter

managers should be drawn from the group •4 people wAho occupy the shelter

facility during peacetime. These individuals will be familiar with the

shelter area and the people most likely to use the shelter during an

emergency. In addition, they may have a particular sense of responsibility

to thelr own building, its personnel, and Its facilities.

T;he next three shelter manager training courses for this community

will be conducted on ______ and , at the

,uilding shelter. Each class will provide __ hours of in-

struction, including a 20-hour shelter occupancy exercise. We would

appreciate it if you would Indicate on the enclosed form the two individuals

whom you would like to receive shelter management training, and the most

convenient date for them to take the course.

Representatives from both the Department of Defense and the

Civil Defense will be visiting with you shortly to discuss the shelter

management training program and to obtain the names of the individuals

you have designated for shelter management training.

Sincerely yours,



Shelter Management Training Apep)icatlon Form

The following people have been designated by me as the persons I

would like to have attend the shelter management training:

I. Name

Address

Phone

Occupat ion

Will attend the shelter manager's training course on (Check one):

(Ist date) (2nd date) (3rd date)

2. Name

Address

Phone

Occupat i on

Will attend the shelter manager's training course on (Check one):

O(st date) (2nd date) (3rd date)

Submitted by:

Name

Address



POST CARD

Please don't forget to enroll tho people you have selected to attend

the shelter management training course on:

-p-.

I__I_ _I__II__I I
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PURPOSE OF TIlE STUDY

In Jhe Selection and Recruitment of Shelter Manoaers (Smith & Jeffreys,

1965a), the American Institutes for Research recommended that shelter

managers have civilian management backgrounds and that they be recruited

by face-to-face contacts. Further, based upon 1 imited observations of

Federal recruitment teams, the Institute tentatively advocated the use

of Federal personnel to recruit the shelter managers (Smith & Jeffreys, 1965b),

The purpose of the present study has been (I) to determine the representa-

tiveness of the results obtained by the Federal recruitment teams reported

previously and (2) to analyze the experience of such recruitment teams in

other metropolitan areas for characteristics which Influence their successes

or failures.

APPROACIH

A. Sample

The sample for this project consisted of four cities from three of

the eight Regions of the Office of Civil Defense. Two of the cities con-

ducted recruitment programs speclfically for the AIR study using personal

contact by Federal and local personnel. Additional data were gathered

from the continuing shelter manager recruitment efforts of a third city

which used only local personnel and from a privately conducted recruitment

effort in an office building complex in a fourth city.

B. Recruitment Programs

For the two cities that conducted recruitment programs specifically

for the study, the program consisted of four steps:

I. Contacting the license signers who did not occupy their

shel ters to find out who should be contacted about shel ter

managers.



2. Sending letters to building owners/managers telling them that

a recruitment team would be visiting them in the near future.

3. Personall'4 contacting the license signer or his representa-

tive to request that shelter managers be appointed.

4. Following-up those license signers who did not return the

application form.

The Institute gathered data on each of thes- steps. The other two cities

conducted their own programs without any assistance or suggestions from

the Institute. The Institutes' efforts were limited to gathering in-

formation about their previous recruitment efforts and about their current

p rog rama.

Annonymous case studies were writtein for each city's recruitment

efforts.

RESULTS

A. Recruited Manqq.ers

In both of the cities that conducted recruitment programs for AIR,

the number of shelter managers recruited was significantly increased over

the results of other recruitment techniques previously reported (Smith &

Jeffreys, 1965b). In both cities, approximately one shelter manager was

recruited per contact, The office building complex, using letters and

a grouj neeting, recruited an average of or- shelter manager for every

100 corntacts. Also, inall three cititi which employe.-1 the per.n'nal contact

method, the civilian background of the recruited snr-'ter imn-iaer', was

considered more aroropriate thr. Ynen other recru;ting techniques were

used.



B. Cost

The cost of recruitment programs in both cities was consistently

low, averaging substantially below three dollars per recruited shelter

manager. The recruitment -rogram in the office building complex cost

approximately seven dol a, s per recruited shelter manager.

C. Reqion Influence

Federal Region personnel participated in the recruitment programs in

the cities conducting programs for AiR. In both cities, some of the local

civil defense workers had skills in personal contacts that at least

equalled those of the Region personnel. Even though the local workers

were as effective, the Region personnel did contribute an intangible quality--

namely, impetus. They encouraged the local civil defense directors to

conduct the program, they minimized the local workers' apprehensions about

making the personal contacts, and they tended to keep the local workers

from going off on irrelovant tangents euring the contacts.

D, Reluctance to Use the Guidance

Consistently, AIR found resistance to the of Dersonal contact as

a recruiting technique. This resistance was found at the Region, state,

and local level. Even in the cities which participated in AIR recruitment

programs, local civil defense directors feared that personal contacts would

ruin the progress al ready made. They also felt that it would take too

much time to make the contacts and, in some cases, felt that it would be

prohibitively expensive.

CONCLUSIONS

Feo asic conc~usiovs cpn be drawn frcm this study. They are:

I. Personal, face-to-fact-, c-atact with building owners and

manaq:rs is con-sisteniy !.jccessfui in the selection and

recruitment of shelter manocers as coMPared to ot',er



2. The personal contact approach does not necessarily require

the use of Federal personnel to be effective.

3. Local civil defense workers continue to demonstrate

reluctance to use the persviol contact approach to recruit-

ment.

4. OrO Region personnel provide impetus to the recruitment

program by overcoming the reluctance of locai workers dnd

providing general guidance and support.
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